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Comprehensive Science Content—Featuring 70+ Years of Expert Scholarship
We are delighted to announce the complete revision and upgrade of Infobase’s acclaimed Science Online. This trusted resource
was rebuilt from the ground up with a new, dynamic design that facilitates STEM research and learning, including new and
updated articles, videos, and experiments. It also now features the full, updated content from our unique, awardwinning science eLearning Modules—with Teacher Support materials.

Content Highlights:
•

Comprehensive coverage, authoritative source
list: A wealth of expertly researched and written proprietary content, including 1,500 new or
updated articles from encyclopedic references on
core science topics

•

In-depth overview essays on key science topics

•

Experiments and activities: More than 1,300
resources—including new, interactive experiments
—filterable by topic, time span, grade range, and
more. Perfect for science fairs!

•

Full-length videos and clips—including more
than 3,000 new clips—that reinforce visual learning,
stimulate interest, and provide convenient overviews and discussion starters

Readers’ Choice Award eSchool News
Best Databases Library Journal
“Best for High Schoolers” category

CODiE Awards Finalist SIIA
Webby Awards Official Honoree
“…highly recommended for school and
public libraries…”—BOOKLIST
“…an enormously valuable reference source…A top choice…”
—SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL
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New, Core Topic Centers: Each Topic
Center provides specially selected content
on a core science discipline to help users find
a starting point for their research—a virtual
study guide for each subject.

l

h

eLearning Modules: Focused, targeted coverage of a variety of
core curriculum topics—perfect for use in classrooms and libraries for
research and homework help. Each Module comes with valuable lesson
plans, including learning objectives, activities and projects, printable
handouts and support materials, discussion questions, relevant images
and videos, and assessment questions with answer keys.

• Biographies: Leading scientists in all fields of study
•

•

Searchable by Common Core,
national, state, provincial,
International Baccalaureate
Organization, College Board
AP, National STEM, and Next
Generation Science Standards
Real-time, searchable Reuters®
newsfeed

•
•

•

Google Translate and Read
Aloud tools
Ability for users to set preferences for default language,
citation format, number of
search results, and standards
set for correlations
Searchable Support Center
with help articles, video
tutorials, and live help chat.

Related key
resources in each
Topic Center—

including videos,
diagrams, experiments,
timelines and more—
provide relevant
visual material to help
explain important
or complex topics.
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1 AC as sine wave
● An

alternating current is conveniently
represented as a sine wave.
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a and b are 90°
(π) out of phase
2

shows two alternating currents
which are out of phase, i.e. they do
not reach maximum and minimum
values at the same points.

3 Voltage across capacitor

Charging by induction
● Alternating
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1 Charging by induction

current flows around a
circuit containing a capacitor because
the capacitor plates are continually
being charged and discharged and
then charged the opposite way around
2 Charging an
by the alternating voltage.
electroscope by
the amplitude of the current is
induction
denoted by the amplitude of the
voltage, Vm, and its frequency by f,
instantaneous voltage, V, at time, t, is
V = Vmsinft.
● If C is the capacitance of a capacitor
the charge on its plates is given by
Q = CV therefore Q = CVmsinft.
leaf
● The current flowing at any instant, I,
equals the rate at which charge isplate
accumulating on the capacitor plates.
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current through indicator Current lags behind the e.m.f. by 90°
(maximum value depends
back e.m.f.
on L and frequency
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the amplitude of the current is Im,
and frequency f, instantaneous
current, i, at time, t, is:
.
I = Imsin2ft

electron
flow

If L is the inductance of a coil the
changing current sets up a back
electromotive force, E, in the coil of
magnitude
E = LdI = Ld(Imsin2ft) =
dt up charged
dt strip S
Bring
2fImcos2ft

electron
maintain
S the current the applied
flow
supply voltage must equal the back
electromotive force.
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B is now negatively charged

2 Charging an electroscope
by induction
● When

an electroscope is uncharged
there is no repulsion between the gold
leaf and the metal plate.
a negatively charged strip is
placed close to but not touching the
metal cap, it repels electrons from the
cap leaving it positively charged.
Electrons flow to the metal plate and
gold leaf which become negatively
charged and repel each other.
● With the charged strip in place, the
metal cap retains induced positive
charge. Electrons flow to earth if the
cap is touched; both metal plate and
gold leaf lose negative charge and no
longer repel. Electroscope is overall
positively charged.
● When the charged strip is removed,
positive charge flows through the
electroscope; the metal plate and gold
leaf again repel as they are now
positively charged.
● When

B

Move spheres apart

flow through electrical
conductors.
a negatively charged strip is
placed close to but not touching an
insulated metal ball, electrons are
repelled from the side next to the strip
and accumulate on the other side.
One side of the ball becomes
positively charged and the other
becomes negatively charged.
● When the metal ball is in contact with
a second metal ball electrons flow;
negative charge accumulates on the
second ball, leaving the first ball short
of electrons—positively charged. The
balls retain their opposite charge when
they are separated and the charged
strip removed.
● No charge was transferred from the
strip to the balls. The strip simply
induced electrons to move from one
ball to the other.
● When
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dt
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New tag “clouds” for all content, linking to other content
with the same tags
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A-to-Z topic lists

Current or voltage as fraction of
peak value

•

case the best resources for each topic,
including in-depth overview essays, and
provide guidance for research.
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• Featured news stories,
selected from the awardwinning collection of articles
that compose Today’s Science,
highlight recent scientific
events and discoveries

h Suggested Reading & Suggested
Searches: Handpicked selections show-
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• Dynamic citations in MLA,
APA, and Chicago styles, with
EasyBib export functionality
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• Original diagrams, tables,
and charts with captions
illustrate key concepts
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